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Abstract 
Boyd, E.A., Polyhedral results for the precedence-constrained knapsack problem, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 41 (1993) 1855201. 
A problem characteristic common to a number of important integer programming problems is that of 
precedence constraints: a transitive collection of constraints of the form x, I x, with 0 % I, 5 1, 
0 5 x, 5 1, .Y,, _r/ integer. Precedence constraints are of interest both because they arise frequently in 
integer programming applications and because the convex hull of feasible integer points is the same as 
the region obtained by relaxing the integrality restrictions. This paper investigates the polyhedral 
structure of the convex hull of feasible integer points when the precedence constraints are complicated 
by an additional constraint or, more generally, by additional constraints defining an independence 
system. Sequential lifting for independence systems with precedence constraints is discussed and exten- 
sions of the cover and l-configuration inequalities known for the knapsack polytope are presented. A 
general procedure for inducing facets called rooting is introduced and a variety of facets based on 
rooting are developed. The paper concludes by discussing a procedure for coalescing constraints related 
to minimal covers into facets. 
1. Introduction 
A problem characteristic common to a number of important integer programming 
problems is that of precedence constraints: a transitive collection of constraints of 
the form XjlXi where OSXii 1, OlXjll, x~,x~ integer. Such constraints are used 
to model logical precedence conditions such as “retail outlet j cannot be stocked 
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from warehouse i unless warehouse i is built”, or logical forcing conditions such as 
“if the generator is on in period j it must also be on in period i”. Beyond the 
extensive practical value of precedence constraints for modeling, precedence 
constraints are of theoretical and computational interest because by themselves they 
define a polyhedron with integer vertices. Integer programs defined completely by 
precedence constraints can therefore be solved by relaxing the integrality restrictions 
and solving the resulting linear program. 
More formally, let PLp be the polyhedron obtained by relaxing the integrality 
restrictions of an integer program and let P be the convex hull of feasible integer 
points for the same problem. It is always true that PC PLp, and the observation 
made above is that an integer program defined entirely by precedence constraints 
has the very special property P= PLp. The purpose of the present work is to ex- 
plore the polyhedral structure of P when it is defined not only by a collection of 
precedence constraints but is complicated by an additional constraint or constraints. 
It is well known that optimizing a linear function on P when it is defined by the 
constraints Oix,< 1 together with an arbitrary less-than-or-equal-to constraint 
with nonnegative coefficients-the polyhedral version of the so-called knapsack 
problem-is already NP-complete. As the knapsack problem is nothing more than 
a special case of the precedence-constrained knapsack problem it follows that this 
latter problem is also NP-complete. The simple knapsack problem is well known to 
be solvable in pseudopolynomial time using dynamic programming. Ibarra and Kim 
[ 1 l] and Johnson and Niemi [12] developed polynomial time approximation 
algorithms for special instances of the precedence-constrained knapsack problem. 
Johnson and Neimi [12] also proved the strong NP-completeness of the general 
problem thus establishing that unless P = NP there exists no pseudopolynomial time 
algorithm for the precedence-constrained knapsack problem. 
While motivation for studying the precedence-constrained knapsack problem was 
initially provided by the properties of precedence constraints, some of the present 
work can be interpreted as extending polyhedral results for the simple knapsack pro- 
blem (see, for example, [l-3,20,23]). In many ways the results for the simple knap- 
sack problem extend quite naturally to the more general case. Yet, as many of the 
results presented here attest to, the additional structure of the precedence-con- 
strained problem is sufficiently rich that results for the simple knapsack problem do 
not fully capture it. While the precedence-constrained knapsack problem is of in- 
terest in its own right, it is envisioned that the present work will prove most useful 
in the solution of general integer programming problems in much the same way as 
polyhedral results for the simple knapsack problem were used by Crowder, Johnson 
and Padberg in their Lanchester prize-winning paper [7]. 
The following section provides necessary background material and notation for 
the results presented in the remaining sections. It is assumed that the reader is 
familiar with basic concepts related to polyhedral theory. Section 3 makes note of 
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conditions under which many of the constraints in a natural integer programming 
formulation of the precedence-constrained knapsack problem are facets of P. In ad- 
dition the well-known sequential lifting procedure for the simple knapsack problem 
is generalized to the case of the precedence-constrained knapsack problem. Section 
4 introduces two classes of facets that are extensions of well-known facets for the 
simple knapsack problem. In Section 5, a general procedure for inducing facets call- 
ed rooting is introduced, and this technique is used in Sections 5 and 6 to show how 
facets can be constructed from valid inequalities that are not facets. Section 7 
presents facets coalesced from a collection of invalid inequalities related to minimal 
cover inequalities and conclusions are presented in Section 8. 
2. Background and notation 
A partially ordered set (V, I ) is a collection of elements V together with a binary 
relation 5 that is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. Using the obvious nota- 
tion, i<j will mean i <j and i#j. An element j is said to cover i if i < j and there 
exists no element k such that i < k <j. Given a set S c V, we denote by G(S) the set 
of elements i E S for which there are no j E S such that j < i. Likewise, we denote by 
H(S) the set of elements ie S for which there are no j, S such that i Cj. 
A Hasse diagram is a directed graph (V,E) with an edge i-je E if and only if j 
covers i. In order to emphasize this interpretation of the partial order the elements 
in V generally will be referred to as vertices. In keeping with commonly accepted 
practice, when drawing a Hasse diagram edge direction will be implied by the 
relative vertical location of two vertices in the diagram-j covers i in such a diagram 
if there is an edge between i and j and j is located above i in the diagram. A lower 
ideal is a set S c V such that if j E S and i 5 j then i E S. Similarly, the lower ideal 
generated by a set S, denoted I(S), is the set of i such that i 5 j for some j E S. For 
singleton sets {i} we write f(i) rather than l({i}). The set of all lower ideals of a 
partially ordered set (I’, I) will be denoted by 9 with 9s denoting the set of all 
lower ideals of the partially ordered set (S, 5 ), S c V. An upper ideal is a set S c I/ 
such that if je S and j I i then iE S. The upper ideal generated by a set S will be 
denoted u(S) with u(i) denoting the upper ideal generated by a singleton set {i}. 
Given a set of elements V, let x, be a real-valued variable associated with element 
i E V. For any set S c V, IRS will denote the /S I-dimensional space associated with 
the variables xi, ig S. The notation xs will be used for the incidence vector of S, 
namely, xi = 1 if i E S and x, = 0 if ie S. Given an m x 1 V/ matrix a, the notation 
a(S) will denote CjEs ai, where a, represents column i of a. Given a vector b E R”, 
if every component of a(S) is less than or equal to every component of b we write 
a(S) 5 b, whereas if a(S) exceeds b in at least one component we write a(S) > 6. As 
in the notation for the lower ideal of a set we write a(i) rather than a({i>) for 
singleton sets. 
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3. The problem 
Formally, the problem of interest can be stated as follows. 
The precedence-constrained knapsack problem (PK). Given a partially ordered set 
(V, 5) and functions w: I’--+ R, a: V+ lR+, find an S~61! satisfying a(S that 
maximizes w(S). 
Note that the coefficients ai are restricted to be nonnegative so that given a set 
S c V satisfying a(S) 5 o, any set TC S satisfies a(T) 5 a; that is, the set of S c V 
satisfying a(S)<a constitutes an independence system on I/. Indeed, the results of 
the following development are true more generally for the case of precedence con- 
straints imposed on an independence system. Specifically, if a is interpreted as a 
nonnegative m x 1 V/I matrix and (Y an m-vector, all of the following results are true 
as stated. 
It will often prove useful to assume the elements of I/ or some subset of I/ are 
indexed so that they satisfy the following property. 
Property 3.1. If i<j then isj. 
Clearly there always exists such an indexing and in genera1 many such indexings 
exist. Note that if a(l(i)) > a for some i E V then clearly i cannot be in any feasible 
solution to PK. Further, it is easy to determine if a vertex satisfies this inequality. 
We therefore assume henceforth that all ie V satisfy a(f(i))s a. 
Associating a variable Xi with each iE V, a valid integer programming formula- 
tion of PK is the following. 
IV1 
max J, wixi, 
s.t. x;rO, iEH(V), (1) 
Xii 1, i E G(V), (2) 
XjSXi, j covers i, (3) 
IV1 
C LZiXjSCf, 
i=l 
(4) 
Xi integer, ie V. (5) 
Let PLp denote the polyhedron defined by (l)-(4) and let P= conv({xs: SET, 
a(S)lo Further, given a set SC V, let Ps =conv({xrns: TEL??,(S), Ada}). 
Note that for SE 2?, Ps = P fl IRS and in general Ps is the projection of P onto k ‘. 
Under the assumption that a(l(i)) 5 a for all i E V the following proposition is easily 
verified. 
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Proposition 3.2. For any SC V, Ps has dimension IS 1. In particular, P= P, has 
dimension 1 V 1. 
As it is trivial to construct objective functions for which an integral optimal solu- 
tion does not exist, it follows that P# PLp. However, while this implies that (l)-(4) 
do not constitute all of the facets of P, many are often facets. The following pro- 
positions provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the constraints (l)-(3) to 
be facets of P; their verification is left to the reader. 
Proposition 3.3. The constraints (1) are facets of P. 
Proposition 3.4. A constraint of the form (2) is a facet of P if only and only if 
a(l(j) U {i}) 5 (Y 
for all j, V. 
Proposition 3.5. A constraint of the form (3) is a facet of P if only and only if 
a(f(k)UI(j))Sa 
for all k with i E l(k). 
Unlike the constraints just mentioned, the valid inequalities discussed in the re- 
maining sections are not generally facets of P but instead are facets of a lower- 
dimensional polyhedron Ps with SE LZ?. Similar results arise in the study of the poly- 
hedral structure of many problems. For the simple knapsack problem Padberg [19] 
showed how facets of knapsack problems defined on subsets of V could be algo- 
rithmically lifted to facets of the full knapsack problem on V. Padberg’s result was 
an instance of a more general result proved by Nemhauser and Trotter [16] related 
to polyhedra associated with independence systems. In the spirit of these results, the 
following proposition makes note of the fact that if the sequential lifting procedure 
respects the underlying partial order on V then a facet of P will be generated from 
a facet of S. 
Proposition 3.6. The constraint generated by the sequential ifting algorithm in 
Fig. 1 is a facet of P. 
The proof of Proposition 3.6 is analogous to proofs in [16,19] and is omitted. 
However, it is worth mentioning that it is necessary for the lifting to respect the par- 
tial order if a facet of P is to be generated. For example, consider the problem 
depicted in Fig. 2. The constraint xl +x2 +x3 +x4 I 3 is certainly valid for P and it 
is a facet of Ps by well-known results for the simple knapsack problem. However, 
sequentially lifting this constraint to the variable x, and then to x5 yields the con- 
straint x1 +x2 +x3 +x4 + 2x, I 3. This constraint cannot be a facet of P since all 
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Input: A facet CieB d,x;<b of PB where BELT!. 
Note: It is assumed that V is indexed so that Property 3.1 is satisfied and 
that in additionp<q forpEB, qEV\B. 
Output: A facet C !a” bx c/3 of P. I I- 
begin 
let b, = d, for i E B, b; = 0 otherwise 
for i=IBI+l,...,IV do 
b;=D-max(s,,, le~, a~~)ra) WI 
end 
Fig. 1. Sequential lifting algorithm. 
feasible integer points for P that satisfy this constraint at equality also satisfy the 
constraint x5 =x6, so that the dimension of the face defined by the lifted constraint 
is insufficient to define a facet. 
4. Two classes of facets 
The present section develops two classes of inequalities that can be lifted into 
facets of P using the results of the previous section. Following the development of 
polyhedral results for the knapsack problem, we define a cover as any set C E 5?such 
that a(C) > o. If for any set S G H(C) with IS 1 = K it is true that a(/@)) > a but for 
any i E S, a(l(S) \ {i}) I a then C is called a K-cover. An example of a 2-cover is 
6 9 
V={1,2,3,4,5,6}. 
Knapsack constraint: 
6 
xi=, x,13. 
S={1,2,3,4}. 
Facet of Ps: x,+x~+xj+xq53. 
Facet of P obtained from x5,x6 lifting: x,+x*+X3+Xq+Xg+Xg~3 
Nonfacet of P obtained from x&x5 lifting: XI +x2+x-,+x4+2xgS3. 
Fig. 2. Example of sequential lifting. 
The precedence-constrained knapsack problem 
depicted in Fig. 3. The following theorem characterizes when 
of PC. 
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K-covers define facets 
V=C={1,2,3,4,5,6}. 
Knapsack constraint: If= i x, 5 4. 
Facet of PC: .X~+x5+x(JS1. 
Fig. 3. Example of a Z-cover. 
Theorem 4.1. Given any K-cover C the constraint 
x(H(C))sK- 1 
is a facet of PC if and only if 
n I(S) = 0. 
{sLH(C): ~S~=Kml} 
(6) 
Proof. Clearly, (6) is valid for PC by definition. Suppose n {SrH(C): 1s; =K- I} I(S)+@, 
and let i be some element in this set. Since any set TL C satisfying xTe PC and 
xT(H(C)) = K - 1 must contain i, it follows that all such points satisfy x,‘= 1. As 
(6) is not a scalar multiple of the constraint Xii 1 it cannot be a facet of PC. 
To see that (6) is a facet of PC when n (ScH(C): IS =&I} ‘(‘) =‘, let 
P(C) 5 0 (7) 
be such that /3(T) = o for all sets TL C with xTe PC satisfying (6) at equality. We 
will show that (7) is a scalar multiple of (6), thus establishing that (6) is a facet of 
PC* 
Consider first the case of an element i E C \H(C). Since n,,,,,,,: ,s =K_ 1l 1(S) = 0, 
there exists some set TC H(C) with IT 1 = K- 1 such that i@f(T) and some 
j E H(C) \ T such that i E l(j). By the definition of a K-cover, a(l(T) U I(j) \ { j}) 5 
01 and thus since I(i)c r(j)\{ j}, a(l(T)UI(i))~cr. Thus, x I(T)Uj(i) and xj(T)UI(0\ti} 
are both contained in PC and satisfy (7) at equality. It follows that pi=O. 
Thus, consider the case of an element iEN( Let S c H(C) with iQ S and 
IS 1 = K- 1. Further, let j E S. By the definition of a K-cover, a(l(i) U I(S)\ { j})r a 
and a(/(i)\{i} Ul(S))sa. Thus, X’(~)‘-“(~)\(J) and x’(i)\(i) “‘G) are both contained 
in PC and satisfy (7) at equality. As the sets f(i) U I(S)\ {j} and I(i)\ {i} U I(S) dif- 
fer by a single element, it follows that pi = pJ. 
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We are thus able to conclude that (7) must be a scalar multiple of (6). 0 
The following corollary of Theorem 4.1 will prove useful for future reference. 
Corollary 4.2. Let CE 2, let 1 I JS IH( - 1, and assume that 
n I(S) = 0. 
{sGH(C): ISI =J- I} 
Then there exist jC ( affinely independent vectors xQ such that Q E (Tc &: 
xT(H(C)) = J- 1 and Tc I(S) where SC H(C) with IS) = J}. 
An important special case of a K-cover C arises when K= 1 H(C)1 . As there exists 
no set SEAR other than S=C that is a cover, a /H(C)/-cover is also called 
a minimal cover. For minimal covers it is easily verified that the condition 
n,,,H(C): islE,H(C),_,l f(S)=0 is equivalent to I(i)fll(j)=O for all i,jEH(C). 
The following theorem shows the strength of minimal cover constraints when they 
are facets. 
Theorem 4.3. If the knapsack constraint (4) is of the form 
x(H(V))s IH(V)l- 1 (8) 
and is a facet of P, that is, I(i) fl I(j) = 0 f or all i, j E H(V), then the set of con- 
straints (l)-(3), and (8) provide a complete description of P. 
Proof. Denote the set of vertices in H(V) by u(l), . . . , u(lH(V)l). Let M be the con- 
straint matrix defined by (l)-(3), and (8) after multiplying the constraints (1) by - 1 
so that the problem is defined completely by I constraints. Since I(i) il I(j) = 0 for 
all i, j E H(V), M is block diagonal with a single complicating constraint, specifical- 
ly, constraint (8). Let N,, . . . . NIHO,), denote the block matrices along the diagonal 
with matrix Ni corresponding to the constraints associated with vertices in f(u(i)). 
Consider the dual of the linear program formed by optimizing an arbitrary objec- 
tive function subject to the constraints defined by M. The constraint matrix MT of 
the dual is very nearly the constraint matrix of IH( disjoint network flow pro- 
blems. The complications are that each matrix NiT has a column with a single - 1 
corresponding to the constraint (1) associated with vertex u(i) and a collection of 
columns with a single 1 corresponding to constraints (2). In addition, there is a com- 
plicating column in MT corresponding to constraint (8). 
These complications can be alleviated as follows. Note that if the rows of the 
matrix NiT are summed, the resultant vector has the property that it has a - 1 in 
the entry corresponding to the constraint (l), a 1 in entries corresponding to con- 
straints (2), and a 0 in entries corresponding to constraints (3). Thus, summing the 
rows of MT that contain rows of N,&,,, and appending the negative of the resul- 
tant vector to MT yields a matrix in which the columns that contain columns of 
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A$;(,,,, now have a single 1 and a single - 1. In addition, the new row of MT has 
a - 1 in the column corresponding to constraint (8). Similarly, summing the rows 
of MT that contain rows of NjT for some fixed i< IH( and subtracting the result 
from the row corresponding to the vertex u(i+ 1) has the following effect. All col- 
umns of MT that contain columns of Njr have a single 1 and a single - 1. Further, 
the 1 in the column corresponding to constraint (8) in row u(i + 1) is eliminated. Per- 
forming this row operation in the order i = IH(V) / - 1, . . . , 1, the resultant matrix 
has a single 1 and a single - 1 in each and every column. 
As the transformed matrix MT is a network flow matrix, it follows that this dual 
problem always has an integer optimal solution if it is bounded and its right-hand 
side is integral. Thus the original system of constraints defined by A4 is totally dual 
integral and it follows that all of the extreme points of P are integral. 0 
Minimal covers and K-covers are closely related in that given any K-cover C and 
any set S c H(C) with IS 1 = K the set I(S) is a minimal cover. For example, in Fig. 
3thesets {1,2,3,5,6}, {1,2,3,4,6}, and {1,2,3,4,5} areallminimalcovers. Fur- 
ther, it is not difficult to demonstrate that every K-cover constraint can be generated 
by sequentially lifting a minimal cover constraint. However, while all K-cover con- 
straints can be generated by lifting an appropriate minimal cover constraint, is it not 
difficult to construct examples of K-covers C that define facets of PC but such that 
every minimal cover I(S) defined by S c H(C) with IS 1 = K does not define a facet 
of Ps. The 2-cover depicted in Fig. 3 is an example of such a K-cover. 
A related class of inequalities is a generalization of the class of l-configurations 
introduced by Padberg [20]. Let D E 9 be a cover such that for some fixed k E H(D), 
a(D\{k})rcr. If for any set sc_H(D)\{k} with ISI=Jr2 it is true that 
a(/(k) U f(S)) 2 (Y but for any i E S, a(/(/~) U I(S) \ {i}) 5 a then D is called a l-con- 
figuration. Note that if J= IH( - 1 then a l-configuration is simply a minimal 
cover. 
Theorem 4.4. Let D be a l-configuration and let H,(D) denote any subset of 
H(D) \ {k} of cardinality K. For any JI KS lH(D)I - 1 the constraint 
(K-J+ l)xk+x(HK(D))sK 
is a facet of PO if and only if 
(9) 
and 
f(k) n /(H,(D)) = 0 (10) 
f-l l(S) = 0. (11) 
{SCH.&I): ISi =J-1) 
Proof. The validity of constraints of the form (9) follows from the definition of a 
1 -configuration. 
Suppose I(k)tl /(H,(D))#O and let i be some element in this set. Let TC D be 
such that xTe PO and xT satisfies (9) at equality. If kg T then ie T since ie I(k). 
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If k# T, then /(H,(D)) c Tin order for xT to satisfy (9) at equality, but again this 
implies in T. Thus, any xr~ PO satisfying (9) at equality also satisfies x;r= 1, and 
as (9) is not a scalar multiple of xi5 1 it cannot be a facet of PD. 
Thus, suppose n iscHK(~): 1~1 =J_~J I(S)#O and let i be some element in this 
set. Clearly, any set TG D such that x7 E PO satisfying (9) at equality must contain 
a set S c H,(D) with 1s 1 = J- 1. Since I(S) c Tit follows that in T. However, once 
again it has been shown that any xre PO satisfying (9) at equality also satisfies 
xiT= 1, implying (9) cannot be a facet of PD. 
To prove that any constraint of the form (9) is a facet of PO under the stated 
conditions we demonstrate that it is a facet of P,~k~U~~HK~D~~. Since it is easily 
verified that the properties of a l-configuration are such that lifting a constraint (9) 
from P/(K) u (HOD)) to PO does not change the constraint, it follows that any con- 
straint (9) is in fact a facet of PD. 
Let /(k) U I(H,(D)) be indexed so as to satisfy Property 3.1 with the additional 
condition that if iEl(k) and ~E~(H,(D)) then i<j; that is, the first I/(k)1 indices 
belong to the vertices in I(k). 
Construct an II(k) U .!(H#))I x j/(k) U /(H,(D))1 matrix M, as follows. Let 
column 1 be the vector x’(~K@)) and let columns i = 2, . . . , 1 I(k)1 be xi l,...,ip I1 ul(H~(D)). 
Let the remaining II( columns be x’(~)“Q(;), where Q(i) EL?,~~,~~~~, 
~Q(‘)(H,@)) = J- 1, and the vectors xQli) are affinely independent. The existence 
of such a collection of vectors x Qci) follows from Corollary 4.2. Note that the col- 
umns of M, are contained in PjckjU IcHKcDjj and satisfy (9) at equality. 
Let Mi be the Ii(k) U I(H,JD))I x II(k) U /(H,(D))1 - 1 matrix obtained from M, 
by subtracting column Ii(k) U /(H,(D))1 from all other columns. The resultant 
II(k)1 x Il(k)l upper-left submatrix of M, is lower triangular with nonzero entries 
on the diagonal while the upper-right jl(k)l x I/(H,(D))I - 1 submatrix is the 0 
matrix. It follows that any vector y satisfying M,y = 0 has yj = 0 for i = 1, . . . , Il(k)l. 
As the remaining columns of A4, are linearly independent, it follows that the col- 
umns of M, are affinely independent. 0 
It is not difficult to verify that except for the case where K= J, constraints of the 
form (9) cannot arise as sequential liftings of K-cover inequalities. 
5. Rooting and zigzags 
Consider a minimal cover C and the associated minimal cover inequality (6). As 
was proved in the previous section, I(i) fl f(j) = 0 for all i,j E H(C) is a necessary 
condition for (6) to be a facet of PC. Suppose this condition is not satisfied and let 
k~ C be such that k~ I(i) fl l(j) for some i,jEH(C). Clearly, the constraint 
x(H(C))r IH( -2+xk (12) 
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is valid for PC since x, = 0 implies X; =Xj = 0 and therefore x(H(C)) 5 IH( - 2 
while for xk = 1, (12) reduces to (6). 
Rooting a valid inequality is the process of replacing a constant right-hand side 
by a smaller constant and a positive weighted sum of additional variables. One form 
of valid inequality formed by rooting a minimal cover inequality (6) is related to the 
following structure. 
Definition 5.1. Let 2 c I/ be such that IZ / is odd and I(Z) is a minimal cover. Z is 
a zigzag if it can be indexed from 1 to 1 Z 1 so that for odd i E Z, {i - 1, i + 1 } c I(i). 
Given a zigzag Z we let Z Odd denote the set of elements of Z with odd indices and 
let ZeVe” denote the set of elements of Z with even indices. Further, we let 
Z;‘={jgZ: j>i} and Zi-={j~Z: jli}. It is notationally convenient, as in the 
definition of a zigzag, to allow implicit references to indices 0 and IZ 1 + 1 recogniz- 
ing that conditions related to these elements are superfluous. 
The following theorem is easily verified. 
Theorem 5.2. If is zigzag the 
x(Z 5 even) 
valid PI(,). 
Although do always facets, zigzags by follow- 
definition facet 
Definition A Z simple 
ju(i)flZoddI = c 1 for iEu(Z)\Zeven, 2 for iEZeve”. 
An example of a simple zigzag is depicted in Fig. 4. 
Theorem 5.4. If a zigzag Z is simple then (13) is a facet of PjCz,. 
Proof. In order to complete the proof, let 
PU(Z))lO (14) 
be such that p(r)=0 for all sets T with x~EP,(~) and satisfying (13) at equality. 
We will show that (14) is a scalar multiple of (13), thus establishing (13) is a facet 
of P/(Z). 
Suppose iE I(Z) is such that l(i) n Z=0. Clearly, both XI(~) and x’u)\(‘l satisfy 
(14) at equality, implying /Ii = 0. 
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V={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12}. 
Knapsack constraint: 1 f$ , x,5 11. 
Z~dd={10,11,12}. 
ze”e”={7,8}. 
Facet of P,t,,: X,()+x,,+X,~SX,+X*. 
Fig. 4. Example of a zigzag. 
Thus, suppose i,jeZodd. Since I(Z) is a minimal cover, x’(‘)\{‘) and x’(‘)\(j) 
are both in P,(zj and satisfy (14) at equality. As the sets I(Z)\ {i} and I(Z)\ { j} 
differ by a single element, it follows that pi =pj for any two i,j~Z”~~. 
Next, consider is u(Z)\Z. Since Z is simple, there exists a unique Jo Zodd such 
that ie I(j). Let T= l(Zjl ,) U l(Zj> 1) U l(i). Since Z is simple both xr and xr\(‘l 
are in P,(zj and satisfy (14) at equality. As the sets T and T \{i} differ by a single 
element it follows that j3, = 0 for any iE u(Z)\Z. 
Finally, consider i E Zeve”. Clearly, ~‘(‘1~) and ~‘(‘1 2) are both contained in PQ~) 
and since Z is simple both satisfy (14) at equality. Of all j E /(Z,T) \ I(Z,y 2) only i - 1 
and i have coefficients in (14) that have not been shown to be identically 0. It follows 
that /3; = --fi;_, . As all coefficients pj for j E Z Odd have been shown to be identical, 
(14) must be a scalar multiple of (13), completing the proof. 0 
6. Single root facets 
In the previous section zigzags were introduced to show how facets can be produc- 
ed from constraints (6) that are not facets. The following theorem provides an alter- 
native method of rooting constraints (6) to produce facets, but is not limited to 
minimal cover inequalities. 
Theorem 6.1. Let SE 2 with k E S and assume C iG s ,,Ckj cixi I y with y > 0 is a facet 
of Ps\lCkj. If kEl(i) for all ieS \l(k) with ci>O, then the constraint 
c c,x;~ Y% (15) 
rCS\l(k) 
is a facet of Ps with root k. 
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Proof. Since the constraint CiES,,(kJ ck~y is valid for P,,,(,, it is valid for Ps. 
By the assumption that ke I(i) for all ie S \l(k) with c;>O, any X~E P satisfying 
c, rGS,,(k) CiXiT> 0 must have xkT= 1, implying (9) is valid for Ps. TO prove that 
any such contraint is a facet of Ps, let S be indexed so as to satisfy Property 3.1 
with the additional condition that if i E [(k) and Jo S \ I(k) then i< j. Note that 
vertex k has index lI(k)l. Further, note that Ps ,I(k) has dimension IS \l(k) / by 
Proposition 3.2. 
Construct an /Sl x ISI - 1 matrix A4 as follows. Let columns i = 1, . . . , 1 l(k) 1 - 1 be 
the vectors x{l,...,ll. Let the remaining columns i be x’(~)“~(~), where xQci)~ P,,,(,,, 
c(Q(i)) = y, and the vectors xQc’) are linearly independent. The existence of 1 S \ f(k) 1 
such vectors follows from the assumption that 1 iE s ,,(k) c,xi 5 y with y > 0 is a facet 
of P,,,(,). Since any set Q(i) satisfying c(Q(i)) = y> 0 must contain some j such 
that Cj> 0 and since k E I(j) by assumption, it follows that any TE 9 with a(T) 5 a 
satisfying Tfl (S \ I(k)) = Q(i) also satisfies Tfl S = I(k) U Q(i), implying x’(~)” Q(i) E 
Ps. All of the columns in M therefore are contained in P, and satisfy (15) at 
equality. 
The lower-left IS/ - (I(k)1 x II(k)1 - 1 matrix is the 0 matrix while the lower-right 
ISI - IV(k)1 x ISI - IP( matrix consists of the linearly independent vectors xQ(‘). It 
follows that any vector y satisfying My = 0 has yi = 0 for i = /I(k) 1, . . . , ) S 1. Since the 
Jl(k)l - 1 x j I(k)1 - 1 upper-left submatrix of M is upper triangular with nonzero 
entries on the diagonal it follows that the first J/(k)1 - 1 columns are linearly in- 
dependent and thus that the columns of M are linearly independent. Thus, the 
columns of M together with the 0 vector establish that (15) is a facet of Ps. 0 
An example of a rooted minimal cover constraint is depicted in Fig. 5. As the 
minimal cover constraint is a facet of PSilck) it follows by Theorem 6.1 that the 
rooted minimal cover constraint is a facet of Ps. 
7. Coalesced minimal covers 
Let CpEg forp= 1, . . . . N be a collection of nonintersecting sets and let C = U,“= 1 C, 
be a minimal cover. Let 96, = {S G gc,,: 
of the set (x’: 
ISI I IC,l - l}, let PC be the convex hull 
TE 2Fp}, and note that 96, can be interpreted as the set of lower 
ideals in Cp that are feasible additions to the lower ideal C\C,. In addition to the 
conditions described above, we assume each of the sets C, meets one of the follow- 
ing three conditions. The indexing of the sets C,, is to facilitate notation. 
Condition 1. C,, p= 1: I(i)f for all i,jEH(CI). 
In this case 
.wf(C,))~ lWC,)l - 1 
is a facet of P;!, (or contains PC,, if lN(C,)( = 1). 
(16) 
E.A. Boyd 
V=S={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12}. 
Knapsack constraint: If’=, x,5 11. 
k=3. 
Facet of Ps \ i(k): xg+x,+x,2S2. 
Facet of Ps: xg+x,+x,*s2xj. 
Fig. 5. Example of a rooted minimal cover. 
Condition 2. Cp, p = 2, . . . . n: There exists a root k(p) such that 
.W(C,)) 5 (IH(C,) I - 1 h(p) (17) 
is a facet of PFD. 
Condition 3. C,,, p=n+ 1, . . . , N: There exists a set Z, with IZ,l = IH( - 1 
such that H(C,) U Z, is a simple zigzag and therefore 
x(H(C,)) 5 x(Z,) 
is a facet of P&. 
(18) 
In essence, these three conditions require that each set CP demonstrate sufficient 
structure so that a facet for Peg can be found using the results in previous sec- 
tions. Given the conditions just outlined, we define the following constraint. 
X(H(C))I(N- 1)+ IH( - 1+ i (IWCJ -1)x,,,, 
p=2 
N 
‘,=;+, *KJ* (19) 
An example of a minimal cover satisfying the outlined conditions is depicted in Fig. 
6. Note that (19) is nothing more than the sum of the constraints (16)-(18) with N- 1 
added to the right-hand side. 
Theorem 7.1. Let C,Egforp=l,..., N be a collection of nonintersecting sets, let 
C= U,“=, C, be a minimal cover, and let the Cp satisfy conditions (l)-(3). Then (19) 
is a facet of PC. 
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P’=C={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13}. 
‘Knapsack constraint: I:‘=, x,5 12. 
N=3, n =2. 
C,={1,2,3,4}. 
C,={5,6,7,8}. 
cj = {9,10,11,12,13}. 
Facet of PC: X~+X~+X(j+X,+Xs+X,,+X,*+X,~~2+1+2X*+Xg+X,@ 
Fig. 6. Example of a coalesced minimal cover. 
Proof. Let TEA!?~ be such that X~E PC. It is easily verified that xrncg can violate 
each of the constraints (16)-(18) by at most 1 and that this occurs if and only if 
Tfl Cp= Cp. Further, because C is a minimal cover and since C is the only subset 
of 9, violating all N constraints simultaneously, it follows that at most N- 1 con- 
straints can be violated by T. Since (19) is simply the sum of the constraints (16)-(18) 
with N- 1 added to the right-hand side, it follows that (19) is valid for PC. 
To see that (19) is a facet of PC, recall that except for the case IH( = 1 the con- 
straints (16), (17), and (18) are facets of their respective polyhedra PFp. Since the 
P& are of full dimension ) CPl, it follows that for each p there exist ) C,/ affinely in- 
dependent vectors xQJ~(‘) with QJi) c Pep satisfying (16), (17), or (18)-depending 
on the value of p-at equality. For the special case JH(C,)) = 1, Ql(i) = l(i) or 0 for 
all ieC1\H(CI) suffices. Further, it is easily verified that xQP(~)"~\~~ satisfies (19) 
at equality. 
Construct a matrix M as follows. Let the vertices in C be indexed so that they 
satisfy i<j if iECp,jeCq, and p<q. Let columns 1 + c”,ri iC,l to C”,=, IC,i for 
p=l , . . . , N correspond to the vectors x Q~(i)uc\c~J. Note that the entries in M cor- 
responding to the vectors .xQp@) form a collection of N block diagonal submatrices 
MP of M with the rest of A4 comprised of 1’s. 
Let MC be the matrix obtained from M by making the variable substitution 
pi = 1 - 2;; that is, by complementing variables. Since variable complementation 
preserves affine independence the columns of the matrices IV,’ are affinely indepen- 
dent. Further, the columns of M are affinely independent if and only if the columns 
of MC are. 
It is easily verified that the constraints obtained from (16), (17) or (18) by making 
the variable substitutions 2; = (1 -x,) are all inhomogeneous. Since all of the col- 
umns of Mi for fixed p satisfy one of the complemented constraints at equality and 
are affinely independent, the columns of M,’ must be linearly independent. Since MC 
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is comprised of block diagonal elements A4,’ and is 0 otherwise it follows that the 
columns of MC are linearly independent and thus that the columns of A4 are affinely 
independent. The affine independence of the columns of Mproves that (19) is a facet 
of PC. 0 
8. Conclusions 
This paper has presented results regarding the polyhedral structure of the knapsack 
problem when complicated by the presence of a collection of precedence constraints. 
A generalized definition of a cover for independence systems complicated by pre- 
cedence constraints was introduced and related facet classes were developed. A 
general procedure for inducing facets called rooting was described and used to deter- 
mine additional facet classes. Finally, a procedure for coalescing constraints related 
to minimal covers into facets was presented. 
An important issue not addressed in this paper is that of separation-for a given 
class of inequalities and a fixed point X, find an inequality violated by K or demon- 
strate that no such inequality exists. While it is not difficult to construct heuristic pro- 
cedures for solving the separation problem, the intrinsic difficulty of solving such 
problems exactly is interesting from both a theoretical and practical perspective. 
Knapsack problems with complicating logical constraints arise very, very frequent- 
ly in practice as subproblems of larger integer programs. While facets for the simple 
knapsack problem have been shown to be incredibly powerful in the solution of some 
classes of integer programs [7] simple knapsack constraints can have limited use- 
fulness in the presence of logical constraints. For instance, in every example problem 
presented in this paper the optimal solution to the linear programming relaxation of 
the problem would necessarily satisfy the knapsack constraint (this follows from the 
fact that all of the knapsack constraints are cardinality constraints and thus define 
integral polyhedra). On the other hand, by explicitly considering the knapsack con- 
straint and the precedence constraints together many violated constraints could be 
found. While this paper has addressed the polyhedral characteristics of knapsack con- 
straints complicated by precedence constraints, the effect of more general logical 
constraints remains a fascinating and important question for further research. 
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